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TESTED: HECO BELLADONNA

>> You can read the full test report in 
Stereoplay 03/22

„Heco wants to seduce the sophisticated minds. With 
a beautiful woman. „BellaDonna“ is the name of the 
latest launch - a two-way speaker that should blast the 
competition of floorstanding speakers away.“

„The ensemble of BellaDonna and Stand looks seductively 
good.“

„How does the potential noble transducers sound? The 
Qobuz Best list tells us John Mellencamp is generating super 
sales right now. Raspy voice in the middle, two guitars to the 
side - there‘s no air for the wrong show. This is so close to 
the roots that even the great Bruce Springsteen joined in on 
three songs. Sounds great earthy and highly dynamic. And 
the Heco recognizes the message immediately. Perfectly 
succeeds the reproduction. This speaker at its best moments 
had the precision of a studio monitor.“

„The BellaDonna wants fire at its terminals. As velvety as 
it can play up high - a small tube amplifier is not the right 
match. Watts and high stability are needed. The maximum 
swivel: Bach on the piano - the wonderful Cyprien Katsaris 
plays in 24 bit. Everything pearls, everything seems light. 
We immediately capture the genius of Bach and in addition 
the playfulness of Katsaris. The Heco is delighted by the 
brilliance of the recording, with high energy the noble 
piano tone reaches our eardrums. Never harsh, always 
with contour and one of the most important values in the 
high-end world: musicality.“

Conclusion:

„Noble in every single way: exceedingly high-quality 
workmanship, bold design - above all, a fine, highly 
informative sound. The BellaDonna manages everything 
easily, with a tendency to warm tuning. But: the right 
amplifier is required.“

Room acoustics and placement: The Heco can also 
be placed close to the wall - especially in the bass, the 
experiment is worthwhile. Experiment.

„Small    
 masterpiece“


